
Nadal Smyczek
Idiot screams on Rafael Nadal's serve in the last game of the match. Tim Smyczek asks.
MELBOURNE, Australia – Wisconsin almost had a new sports hero on Wednesday night
(Tuesday morning ET): a tennis-playing journeyman from Milwaukee.

Rafael Nadal defeated the qualifier Tim Smyczek in five
sets, but what left Nadal most impressed was Smyczek's
sportsmanship after a fan disrupted Nadal's.
On a day of near-misses for the would-be giant-killers, the world No 112 Tim Smyczek came
within an ace or two of eliminating an ailing Rafael Nadal. Rafael Nadal congratulates Tim
Smyczek on his great sportsmanship in their round two match. It was a tough day for Spain's
Rafael Nadal. Sweating profusely through his fluorescent Nike gear, the No. 3-seed barely beat
Tim Smyczek, 6-2 3-6 6-7 (2-7) 6-3.

Nadal Smyczek
>>>CLICK HERE<<<

Melbourne, Australia — For more than four hours, Milwaukee's Tim
Smyczek fought desperately for every point against Rafael Nadal at the
Australian Open. Rafael Nadal needed five sets to beat Tim Smyczek
and Roger Federer might have been stung by a bee while beating Simone
Bolelli.

Smyczek's sporting play earns respect from Nadal. FOXSPORTS.
Australian Open: Smyczek gives Nadal 'do-over' after fan yells. AP. JAN
21, 2015 9:32a ET. The 28-year-old Spaniard was a game point from an
0-3 third-set deficit, and even after he managed to break Smyczek,
Nadal was greeted by the doctor. No. 112 ranked American Tim
Smyczek impressed Rafael Nadal with his game -- and his
sportsmanship.

Nadal said after: “At the end of the first set, I
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started to feel my body was very bad, very
tired.” The fantastic Smyczek, who has only
ever won two matches.
American qualifier Tim Smyczek showed incredible sportsmanship
against Rafael Nadal at the Australian Open, but it may be something he
now regrets. Nadal admitted he thought about pulling out of his match
with American qualifier Tim Smyczek after coming close to throwing up
on court as he failed to serve. TIM Smyczek may, ultimately, have
finished up a loser against Rafael Nadal at Melbourne Park last night but
the American will go down as one of the big. MELBOURNE, Australia
(AP) — Rafael Nadal persevered through stomach cramps to fend off
American qualifier Tim Smyczek 6-2, 3-6, 6-7 (2), 6-3, 7-5. Tim
Smyczek's name is a little hard to spell and a little hard to pronounce.
Here's a story that will make him a little hard to forget. Smyczek, 27, is a
tennis pro. Nadal had been distracted by a shout from the crowd on his
first serve and Smyczek, his rookie opponent, said it was only fair he
could re-take the shot.

Trailing by 5-4 in the fifth set after four grueling hours in the Australian
heat, Nadal won a serve and then broke Smyczek, giving Rafa a shot to
serve.

Rafael Nadal goes into the second round on the back of an impressive
straight sets performance over Russian journeyman Mikhail Youzhny,
defeating.

Rafael Nadal battled nausea and dizziness to overcome American Tim
Smyczek in five sets at the Australian Open.

American Tim Smyczek may have lost his second-round Australian
Open match but he won a swag of admirers - including his opponent



Rafael Nadal.

Rafael Nadal fights back to beat world number 112 Tim Smyczek in five
sets in the Australian Open second round. But that's okay, because
Rafael Nadal's 6-2, 3-6, 6-7(2), 6-3, 7-5 win over Tim Smyczek in round
two of the Australian Open wasn't really about the tennis. Rafael Nadal
survived a five-set marathon against American qualifier Tim Smyczek in
the Australian Open second round. 

Rafael Nadal battled through a gruelling five-set clash with Tim Smyczek
to progress into the third round of the 2015 Australian Open. Follow live
game-by-game commentary of the Australian Open second-round match
between Rafael Nadal and Tim Smyczek at the Rod Laver Arena. One
of the best matches of Tim Smyczek's career ended in a five-set defeat
by Rafa Nadal at the Australian Open on Wednesday but the American
qualifier will.
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Rafael Nadal of Spain reacts during in his second-round match against Tim Smyczek of the U.S.
during day three of the 2015 Australian Open at Melbourne Park.
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